
Autumn holidays of 
English-speaking countries



What is autumn?



Autumn traditionally starts 
with harvesting

and now we will watch the video about 
harvest festival by students Klenyayeva 

and Salyamov!



▪ In September we still have warm days 
without rain and overcast. Do you know 
what they are called?

Indian summer

▪ Do you know what indians did during 
this season?

Harvesting

▪ What do we call it in Russia?
Бабье 
лето



A song about Indian summer



• What is it?

• Do you know 
who invented 
comics?

Comic book

Europeans



Now let me tell you about some holidays that 
are devoted to certain people. Try to guess 
from what country they came

Canada (8.09) Australia (1.09)



The USA (22.09) Scotland (30.11)



Mordred’s lullaby





• Do you know traditional colours of 
Halloween?

Orange and black

• Do you know What means to see a 
spider on Halloween?

spirit of a loved one 
watching you

• How do we call this?

Jack-o-lantern



I’m pleased to introduce 
you Leila Gulieva with 
the song Zombie!



Halloween and students of 
architecture





VIDE
O





Guy Fawkes and his fellows wanted to 
blow up the house of Lords during the 
opening session. Can you guess what was 
their aim?

variants:
- reigning of catholic king
- eliminating of parliament
-  ruling by only house of commons

+
-
-



Now let’s watch a video about The greedy 
brothers. Who knows maybe they were the 
members of Guy Fawkes’ gang…



• Do you know against 
whom they fought?

Napoleon

Horatio Nelson

• Do you know 
which place was 
named after this 
battle?

Trafalgar square in 
London



The 11th of November is well-known as 
Poppy Day especially in the countries of 
British Commonwealth. Do you know why?

poppy is a symbol of blood spilled on the 
battlefields





In the USA autumn also holds some historical 
holidays such as constitution day and citizenship day, 
Columbus day, Alaska day. Try to guess which 
president started the tradition of celebrating each of 
these days.

Citizenship day Columbus day Alaska day
George Bush

2001

William Henry Harrison
1892

Andrew Johnson
1867





To wrap up our conversation about holidays we 
can’t help talking about one more important day. If 
not for it, the USA may not exist nowadays. Can 
you guess what it is?

Thanksgiving day

Can you name traditional dishes and drinks of this day?

turkey, pumpkin pie, 
potatoes, apple cider






